The Amazingly Wonderful Energy of Visionary Reality
“Whatever you can do or dream you can, begin it. Boldness has genius, power, and magic in it.” – Goethe
You all ARE doing a great job creating their goals for 2017 – and the energy it takes to fulfill them - so we
thought this would be a good time to remind everyone of the amazingly wonderful energy of visionary reality.
Quick review of the Playing Field, explaining the difference in energies between physical reality and visionary
reality; what lives in visionary reality (SOI, LI, ideas, possibility, dreams, visions); why our goals need to be
“anchored” in visionary reality. The Sky is the Limit! Anything is possible! (Check out MARS on National
Geographic Channel)
Goals: Review what happens when we start to bring a goal across the border (MM) and why creating goals
that bring our most heartfelt Life’s Intentions across the border helps us to navigate the border.
Walt Disney was a real person… How does someone like Walt bring dreams to reality…"I once had this
creative idea...but well you know how it is." How many great ideas have you had but never followed up
with? What if some of our biggest dreamers had quit in the process?
·

Go after that next level of production

·

Begin that exercise and weight management program

·

Buy an investment property

·

Take a great vacation

·

Make a big change in my personal life / Re-evaluate where I’m going with my life

·
Change my living circumstances.
Is it too big an undertaking? Or just unclear thinking. Just use your imagination....what would the energy of
Walt Disney when he dreamed of Disney World. Do you think Walt Disney was inspired by his dream? There
was a process to it - Dreamer, Realist, and Critic.
What youngster. . .has not dreamed of flying with Peter Pan over moonlit London, or tumbling into Alice’s
nonsensical Wonderland? In Fantasyland, these classic stories of everyone’s youth have become realities for
youngsters-of all ages-to participate in.” - Walt Disney
“I dream, I test my dreams against my beliefs, I dare to take risks, and I execute my vision to make those
dreams come true.” – Walt Disney
Be sure that you are USING this in your Letters to Yourself written before end of this year… Dated Dec.
31, 2017. READ your letter from last year if you wrote one. How much did you fulfill? What needs to be
in the NEW letter?
"When you're working on a truly worthwhile dream, the dream is also working on you." Paul McKenna
“Testing my dreams against my beliefs” is another way of saying we align our dreams and goals with our
Standards of Integrity and Life’s Intentions. It’s about being coherent, and making sure most of our energies
are demonstrating our most heartfelt (i.e. 5’s) life’s intentions.
Being clear about our dreams and why they’re important to us allows us to be of maximum contribution.
“Only those who have learned the power of sincere and selfless contribution experience life's deepest joy: true
fulfillment.” - Tony Robbins
“Success is not a function of the size of your title but the richness of your contribution.” Robin S. Sharma

“Life is not accumulation, it is about contribution.” - Stephen Covey
“You look out there and there's people that, their day is changed because of your contribution to it.” - Brad
Paisley
Fulfilling Our dreams and Goals allows others to see that it is possible. What a gift to give – belief in
yourself.
Our contribution if truly a gift also.
The Happy Movie. Important to look at: Rent on your computer for less than $3. CLICK HERE.
Look at the difference you make in peoples lives we help families buy a “Home” with courage, compassion, our
generosity, our presence, our focus, our kindness, our support (sound familiar?) I know most of our clients, in
the moment, do come from this spirit of contribution – its about helping – not the dollars you make. I know this
is true because we often work harder for the “little deals” than we do for the bigger ones.
This vision of contribution is so very powerful. Think about it before every call, every appointment, every
interaction.

How can I contribute to produce an extraordinary result?
Did you get your BOX in the mail? IF NOT, contact Brandi ASAP to confirm mail address and let her track your
package…. YES! Jan 5th at 11amET/ 10amCT / 9amMT / 8amPT - Our annual flying paper-letting go and
welcoming in- stone ceremony. SO POWERFUL when we do LIVE on video together! Be sure to join us
ONLINE. Be there early!
Happy Holidays from all of your Coaches!!

IF YOU COULD WAVE A MAGIC WAND
AND DO ANYTHING YOU’D LIKE…
WHAT WOULD YOU CREATE?
That is the energy of VISIONARY Reality!

